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Liquid
Roof

For RV’s Trailers and Mobile Homes



Liquid RV Roof Repair. 
Fix RV Roof Leaks The
1st Time!

USES

FEATURES

Recreational vehicles
Trailers
Mobile homes
For those having a Fleetwood model or if there was
a 3rd party coatings applied over the original epdm
roof you do not need the Proflex Primer just one
coat of Rvroofmagic. Save $171 now bycoat of Rvroofmagic. Save $171 now by
Visiting https://www.rvroofmagic.com

Liquid EPDM has a 6 Months shelf life

UV and ozone resistant
Excellent protection  against
ponding water
Waterproofs immediately
Not damaged by freezing and has 
long-term flexbillity
Final cured properties are not Final cured properties are not 
damaged by adverse conditions
One-coat application

Some of the unique benefits of 
Liquid RV Roof are:

Liquid Roof is a specially formulated version of Liquid
Rubber that has the flexibility needed for vehicles that
are traveling and causing significant amounts of tension
as it travels and turns. If your RV is stationary the entire
year you can order the Liquid Rubber but if you do travel
with your RV you will need to purchase the Liquid Roof.
Not applying the Liquid Roof will void the warranty.Not applying the Liquid Roof will void the warranty.

Liquid Roof is a liquefied version of a synthetic rubber
typically referred to as EPDM. The letters EPDM stand for
ethylene, propylene, diene monomer and M class. Prior
to the liquefied version emerging on to the market, rolls
of the rubber were used for waterproofing roofs. The
liquids are much easier to apply. Can fill cracks and
crevices. Liquid EPDM can go where the sheet versioncrevices. Liquid EPDM can go where the sheet version
could never effectively coat.
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Liquid Roof for RV, Trailer and
mobile home roof leaks

WE RECOMMEND YOU TRY
LIQUID ROOF FOR YOUR ROOF
REPAIR PROJECTS

WHAT YOU WILL NEED

GALLON CONTAINERS

FOUR & FIVE GALLON PAILS

3/8 inch electric drill
Gallon mixing shaft
Short nap roller (1/4 inch)
Masking tape
Paint thinner for clean-up

Even if you use Liquid EPDM Roof, be sure to check your roof
periodically for leaks. If you leave your roof in rough condition
or bad repair, you could be in for huge problems and costly
repairs. Remember your entire coach is beneath your roof.
When repairing leaks and general waterproofing, the Liquid
EPDM Roof coatings is the least expensive and most effective
choice. We do suggest applying the product when heavy rainchoice. We do suggest applying the product when heavy rain
is not expected for two days. Eventhough the product
waterproof immediately if you do get a heavy rain it may
leave divot marks in the product. This is just an aestetics
concern the product will still perform! That’s the facts about
Liquid EPDM Roof and its benefits. It's a money-saving,
environmentally friendly alternative.

Liquid Roof is great for repairs also. Many of our
customers contact us after driving their unit under a low
bridge or under trees where it causes significant
scratches or rips. The application of the Liquid Roof
literally saves you thousands when compared to a new
roof. One coat, one time and years and years of worry
free maintenance with your RV. How many otherfree maintenance with your RV. How many other
products on the market can make that claim?
Preparation is easy, we suggest a light power wash or
soft bristle brush with a cleaning agent such as Simply
Green or Dawn detergent.  Be sure the surface is
perfectly dry before application. It is also a good rule of
thumb to inspect your roof twice a year to be sure that
nothing has fallen on it or there are not areas that arenothing has fallen on it or there are not areas that are
cause for alarm. Should you have any questions about
application or proper preparation simply give our office
a call. Anyone of our sales representatives will be more
than happy to walk you thought the process.

1/2 inch electric drill
Pail mixing shaft
Short nap roller (1/4 inch)
Masking tape
Paint thinner for clean-up
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ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT

Cure Mechanism

APPLICATION 
CHARACTERISTICS

www.epdmcoatings.com
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The slow curing and non-polar nature of
EPDM Liquid Rubber® give it outstanding
surface wetting properties. The product
does not fill cracks and crevices, but will
produce an even film penetrating even the
smallest cracks and irregularities. For larger
cracks and seamed areas you can use thecracks and seamed areas you can use the
caulk and takes we offer on our website.
An example of this is when EPDM Liquid
Rubber® is applied over porous surfaces
such as poured concrete. Pinholes will
appear on the surface as the material slowly
displaces the air in the pores. This surface
wetting feature enables the product to bewetting feature enables the product to be
applied in a single coat over non porous
surfaces, and still result in complete film
integrity.  EPDM Liquid Roof® is hydrophobic
in its liquid state and cured state. It can
withstand water immersion at any stage of its
cure cycle.  Liquid Roof® should not be used
where the material does not have exposurewhere the material does not have exposure
to oxygen such as between two impervious
materials. When oxygen is available curing
takes place from both top and bottom of the
film.  There is sufficient oxygen available on
most surfaces to initiate cure from the
bottom. Oxygen readily penetrates films 20
mil thick. Curing is considerably retarded inmil thick. Curing is considerably retarded in
thick films but cures do take place in
thicknesses up to 75-80 mils within a three
month period at temperatures over 70° F. 
EPDM Liquid Roof® can be applied to hot
roof surfaces encountered during the
summer. The solvent in the system will flash
off rapidly, but the polymer will remain softoff rapidly, but the polymer will remain soft
long enough to permit overlapping even
after 1-2 hours. 

Cross linking takes place at ambient temperatures. Liquid
Roof can theoretically be applied at any temp however
the product will not cure until temperatures reach 55F. 
The product will waterproof immediately upon
application making it key benefit over other products.
We do suggest applying the product when heavy rain is
not expected for two days.  Eventhough the productnot expected for two days.  Eventhough the product
waterproof immediately if you do get a heavy rain it
may leave divot marks in the product.  This is just an
aestetics concern the product will still perform! Free
radicals resulting from the decomposition of  the organic
peroxide cause cross linking to take place. The rate, at
which the peroxide decomposes determines the rate at
which the system will cure.This rate is governed bywhich the system will cure.This rate is governed by
temperature and the availability of oxygen. Oxygen is
necessary to activate a catalyst which promotes
peroxide decomposition at lower temperatures.  The
cure mechanism in EPDM Liquid RV Roof® will vary from
active to inactive as determined by temperature. Faster
cures and slow cures over extended periods of time
result in identical  physical properties. Broad day-nightresult in identical  physical properties. Broad day-night
temperature  swings in spring and fall will not
compromise the final  physical properties of the Liquid
RV Roof® membrane.

Liquid RV Roof® meets
EPA’s limits for volatile
organic  compounds
(VOC) and the solvent
contained in the 
product is not photochemically
reactive. There are no leachablereactive. There are no leachable
components to contaminate
surface of ground water. The
greatest beneficial environmental impact, however,
can be attributed to the long term durability of the
product. This necessitates fewer recoats which
translates into less total VOC emissions over the life
cycle of the coating.cycle of the coating.
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PLANNING
Work on days when rain is not expected and
temperatures are above 55 degrees. The product begins
curing or drying above 55 degrees.  The temperature
can go below 55 degrees with no effect on the
performance of the product.  The product simply will not
continue to cure until it gets above 55 degrees again. 
Since the product immediately waterproofs there is noSince the product immediately waterproofs there is no
need to worry if you just finished and a light rain comes
through.  In fact, if the temperature of that ponding rain
water gets above 55 degrees the liquid EPDM will even
start curing underwater.  Since its dry time is effected by 
temperatures a good rule of thumb depending on your
overall day and nighttime temperatures is that within 24
hours the coating develops a “skin” and within 72 yourshours the coating develops a “skin” and within 72 yours
the product can be walked on.  A full cure is achieved
normally within 4-10 days of application.  The higher the
temperatures the quicker the cure

 The curing process is actually the biggest advantage
over any  other coating on the market today and the
reason for its 25 year history of success. As the product
cures; if you were to cut out a cross section of thecures; if you were to cut out a cross section of the
material and look at it under a microscope you would
see small bubbles being forced to the surface.  What is
occurring is the catalyst is pushing up what would
otherwise be trapped air to the surface allowing the
Liquid EPDM to form an airtight and vapor tight seal. 
Unfortunately, other coatings dry quickly, leaving
trapped air caught between the coating and thetrapped air caught between the coating and the
original roof substrate. This makes other coatings very
susceptible to cracking as temperatures change
particularly metal roofs.  The key success to the Liquid
EPDM over other coatings has been proven in the test
results against water based coatings, elastomerics,
urethanes and acrylics.  It has outperformed the acrylics
and elastomerics four times longer and the urethanesand elastomerics four times longer and the urethanes
three times longer.  A one coat application of Liquid
EPDM will not require a re-coat for 18-20 years whereas
other roof coatings will begin cracking within 2-4 years. 
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The shelf life of the products are 6 months.  We are not
responsible for product that is not stored in room
temperature or past the shelf life.
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SURFACE PREPARATIONS
After inspecting and repairing structural faults and
under-skin corrosion, any asphalts or silicone type of
caulking on the roof/surface should be removed.
Asphalt products and silicone are not compatible with
Liquid Roof.

Any holes, gaps, seams, or tears (of more than 1/16”
wide) should be repaired or reinforced. Any potentialwide) should be repaired or reinforced. Any potential
weak areas should be reinforced (consult with our
Technical Service Department and ask for detailed
reinforcing procedures). Fill holes and low spots with the
Rubex caulk available on our website.  This caulk was
field texted to be compatible with the Liquid Roof and
will not void your warranty. 

If the surface has fungus, molds, algae or otherIf the surface has fungus, molds, algae or other
biologicals, you may need to soak these areas in a
1/3rd bleach and water solution to kill the biologicals.
Let it soak until the solution evaporates. You will still need
to scrub (with a stiff brush) these areas with soap and
water after soaking with the bleach solution, as some
biologicals anchor onto certain types of surfaces and
must be mechanically removed even after killing.must be mechanically removed even after killing.

Thoroughly dry the roof prior to applying Liquid Roof.
Unwanted splatters and drippings can be removed
with rags and xylene or mineral spirits when wet
(within 4 hours after application).Use a short nap roller
and a paint brush to apply Liquid Roof manually. Use
a brush for hard to reach areas.

Broadcast & Spread using a short nap roller to Release Broadcast & Spread using a short nap roller to Release 
trapped air and a rubber squeegee to evenly distribute
the Liquid Roof. Using a long mop-type handles
for the squeegee and the roller will allow you to apply
the product standing up, and not on your knees.

It is important to apply an even distribution of Liquid Roof,
and at the correct thickness. Too little materials
will produce too thin of a membrane, with inadequatewill produce too thin of a membrane, with inadequate
adhesion and inadequate film strengths. Too much
material will be wasteful, may cause under cure
situations/long cure situations, and may cause excessive
swelling with some types of sheet rubber roofs.

The optimum thickness for most purposes (non-immersion 
conditions) is one coat of 20 mils.  

A) Clean and prepare the surface to
  be coated as directed.

B) Reinforce with Butyl Tape &
   Polyester Fabric if needed (gaps,
   tears, seams, pin-holes, defects,
   etc.). Check with our Technical
    Service Department for procedures.

C) Catalyze and apply Liquid Roof
  on the surface/roof as
  described, and use a squeegee,
  roller and brush to ensure an even
  application of 20 mils. To achieve a
  20 mils. thickness, conduct a
    spreading rate calculation.  For
  fairly smooth surfaces such as EPDM
  sheets, un-polished metals,
  fiberglass roofs, etc., use a
  spreading rate of about 40 sq. ft.
  per gallon. Reduce this for rougher
  surfaces, e.g. like steel troweled
    concrete surfaces, and use a
  spreading rate of about 30 sq. ft.
  per gallon.  
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SURFACE AREA

CORROSIVE
ENVIRONMENTS

When calculating the applied surface area, ensure you 
measure true surface areas. For example, if a panel is 
corrugated, take into account the corrugations when 
calculating the surface area of the panel. If you have
not applied Liquid Roof before, apply it in several
pre-measured sections. The first section will give
you a feel for the product and how fast you are able toyou a feel for the product and how fast you are able to
apply it. You can then do larger areas in subsequent
sections.

We recommend you apply 2 gallons first, over a pre-
measured 80 sq. ft. section. When applied evenly, you
will form a 20 mil. thickness after it’s cured. Spread the
product evenly-not thick in some sections and thin in
others.  In 75° F to 85° F, the product will start to thickenothers.  In 75° F to 85° F, the product will start to thicken
in about 4 hours. Plan your work sections within a 4 hour
time frame or less.      

Corrosive environments are created by many industrial
operations where acids are used. Similar conditions can
also be produced organically in poultry and hog
production operations, which generate high volumes
of manure. EPDM coatings can protect the steel and
other construction materials from rapid deterioration in
these environments.these environments.

Liquid Roof® should not be applied directly over an
asphalt based coating or water based acrylic
elastomeric coatings.  For these surfaces you will need to
first apply one coat of the ProFlex primer. Applications of
the proflex primer over water based acrylic elastomerics
are not covered under warranty.

One component thermoset.  Non thermoplasticOne component thermoset.  Non thermoplastic
materials, regardless of shape, can now be coated with 
EPDM rubber as a protection against corrosion or
chemical attacks. The coating can be applied by spray, 
dip or flow methods and cured in an oven at
temperatures from 250° - 300° F. These single component 
products are custom formulated for a specific
application, have good storage stability, and are veryapplication, have good storage stability, and are very
easy to apply. Viscosity and solids content can be
controlled and make it possible to apply thin as well as
thick coatings.          

A) Clean and prepare surface to be
  coated as directed on label.
B) Cut a strip of Butyl Tape to cover
  and bridge cracks, holes and
  defects.
C) Lay the Butyl Tape flat on the
    surface and use a hard roller to
  flatten any kinks out
D) Lay the Polyester Fabric over the
  Butyl Tape and effects. The Butyl
  Tape has adhesive surfaces on
  both sides and will hold the
  polyester fabric in place.  Flatten
    the polyester fabric with hard roller
  as necessary.
E) Saturate the polyester fabric with
  Liquid Roof.  After curing, this
  section will be reinforced by the
  Fabric-Liquid Roof composite.

REINFORCE SEAMS,
CRACKS AND DEFECTS
WITH BUTYL TAPE AND 
POLYESTER FABRIC
RUBEX CAULK
FOLLOWING
INSTRUCTIONS BEINSTRUCTIONS BELOW:
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BUTYL TAPE AND 
POLYESTER FABRIC

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT & 
MIXING INSTRUCTIONS

To strengthen a damaged roof skin or for reinforcing 
any worn seams.     

(Electric drill, mixer shaft, pop rivets, wire brush,  
sandpaper (60grits), spatula, paint brush). The container 
is under-filled to allow for the addition of the
pre-measured catalyst that is included. A drill and a
mixer (shown below) will be needed to incorporate the
catalyst. For a 1 gallon, can a short mixer will suffice.
For 4 or 5 gallon pails, you MUST use a long shaft mixer.For 4 or 5 gallon pails, you MUST use a long shaft mixer.
The catalyst will be inside the box for 1 gallon and 1
gallon repair kits. The catalyst will be located under the
lid in 4 and 5 gallon pails.

Mix rubber material in the can until it’s uniform. Center
the mixer shaft in the can and begin mixing until a vortex
is formed. Slowly pour all of the catalyst into the vortex.
Move the mixer up and down, and in a circular motion,  Move the mixer up and down, and in a circular motion,  
for 2 - 3 minutes until all portions of the can are uniformly
mixed.
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CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

ADHESION

Liquid Roof® is based on a low molecular weight
polymer of Ethylene and Propylene with a pendant
group of Dicyclopentadiene (EPDM). The Ethylene-
Propylene backbone is saturated and cross linking takes
place via the DCPD group. The cure rate is still controlled
even at temperatures up to 120° F and will not result in a
porous film. The product can be safely applied on veryporous film. The product can be safely applied on very
hot days. The controlled cure rate also results in a long
pot life, giving the applicator more than an adequate
length of time ( 3-4 hours depending on temperature) to
use the mixed quantity.        

Adhesion will increase over time. Polar surfaces such as 
metal, concrete and wood result in stronger adhesion
than non-polar surfaces such as asphalts and single ply
EPDM sheets. Most weathered surfaces including single
ply and thermoplastic membranes will have enough of
a surface profile to anchor the Liquid Roof®

DURABILITY
By itself, the Liquid Roof® membrane will exhibit the
characteristics of its EPDM chemistry including UV and ozone
stability, excellent ponding water resistance, and long-term
retention of flexibility. However, since it is always applied to an
existing roof surface, the condition of that surface will
determine overall life expectancy. Liquid Roof® applied over
generally sound single-ply EPDM can extend its life another 20generally sound single-ply EPDM can extend its life another 20
years. The useful life of metal roofs also benefits greatly when
Liquid Roof® is applied.  BUR systems often have existing
problems such as delamination between layers, buckling and
stress cracking. These are further aggravated by wet insulation
which often results in severe corrosion and weakening of the
metal supporting deck.

Projecting a life expectancy for the EPDM Liquid Roof®Projecting a life expectancy for the EPDM Liquid Roof®
membrane comes down to a case by case basis. When the
EPDM membrane is compared to urethanes, acrylics and
other elastomers in accelerated weathering and heat aging
tests, EPDM is superior. 
 
To recoat weathered metal, sheet rubber, urethane foam,
and modified asphalt roll roofing, it’s your best choice. It’sand modified asphalt roll roofing, it’s your best choice. It’s
excellent for waterproofing concrete roof decks and roof tiles.
It can be applied directly to plywood and lumber. We do
suggest applying the product when heavy rain is not
expected for two days. Eventhough the product waterproof
immediately if you do get a heavy rain it may leave divot
marks in the product. This is just an aestetics concern the
product will still perform! Liquid Roof® is also a very effectiveproduct will still perform! Liquid Roof® is also a very effective
coating for steel, especially when exposed to a salt
environment.
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TECHNICAL DATA

The cure rate of Liquid Roof® is
temperature dependent. Higher
temperatures will accelerate the cure
and lower temperatures will retard it.
Contact with air is required. For
example, if  a rain shower develops
before material has cured (materialbefore material has cured (material
may still be wet) and water collects on
the surface, won’t penetrate the coat.  
However, the curing process will not
begin unless the material is exposed to
air. The material under water will
remain uncured until the water has
evaporated and the surface againevaporated and the surface again
becomes exposed to air.

CURE CONDITIONS

Volume Solids: 63.5%

Coverage: 42 sq. ft. per gallon at a 20 Mil

Weight/Gallon: 8 pounds (mixed)

Spreading Rate: A 20 mil. dry film will result when
liquid is applied at the rate of 43
sq. ft. per gallon on a smooth
surface A rate of up to 45 sq. ft. per
gallon allows for average surface
roughness.

Thinner: Most aliphatic and aromatic
hydrocarbon solvents (mineral spirits,
VMaP Naphtha, xylol). Weaker
solvents should be used when
coating EPDM rubber sheet to min-
imize distortion.

Chemical Resistance: Cured EPDM rubber is resistant to
acids, alkalis and polar solvents
(alcohols, ketones, glycols). Oils and
fats will soften the rubber and should
be avoided

Elongations: 180-200%

Brittle Point: -62° F

Permeability: 0.1 perm

Weatherometer: 2,000 hours (ASTM D4459-8-03)

Pot Life: 3-4 hours depending on temperature 

Heat Resistance: 302° F at continuous exposure

Tensile Strength 746 psi

VOC 2.46 pounds per gallon (295/grams liter)

Peel adhesion: 4.85 pounds per linear inch on
Firestone EPDM

Cure System: Two component peroxide initiated
free radical cure

Cure Rate: 70° F, 7-8 hours to touch
24-30 hours to walk on
5-7 days for full cure
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR
APPLICATION OF
PROFLEX PRIMER

PROPERTIES AND APPEARANCE

USAGE
Existing Epoxy and Urethane
coatings cannot be readily
recoated without encountering
inter-coat adhesion problems.
Proflex Primer makes it possible
to recoat them with the same
or different type of coating.or different type of coating.
Severely weathered wood and
insulating foams have
degraded surfaces that can be
“reconstituted” with an
application of Proflex Primer
that can then be top coated.
Proflex Primer when applied toProflex Primer when applied to
EPDM rubber membrane will
prevent swelling caused by
absorption of oils, fats and
solvents around restaurant
roof vents.
Thermoplastic roofing
membranes such as Hypalonmembranes such as Hypalon
and others can be recoated
after applying Proflex Primer.

SURFACE PREP

METHOD OF APPLICATION

RECOMMENDED SPREADING RATE

ProFlex Primer is Needed For RV Owners Who Have
Applied Another Coating Over their original epdm roof
or if you are not sure of the history of the unit.  The
proflex primer will provide a sound substrate for the
liquid roof to adhere to.      

Cured films are quite flexible, yet have high bond and
tensile strength. This enables the product to reconstitute
and stabilize severely deteriorated surfaces. Although
Proflex Primer has good water, solvent and chemical
resistance it is primarily designed to be an intermediate 
bond coat so that high performance and special
purpose coatings can be applied to existing substrates.purpose coatings can be applied to existing substrates.

Substrate should be dry, free of debris, dirt, moss, algae,
mildew and oil. Loose or peeling paint must be removed.
Make repairs and tighten or replace fasteners prior to
the application of primer. High pressure washing is an
effective cleaning method.

A combination of rubber squeegee, roller and brush are
most practical on flat surfaces. A pressure pot spray
system may be used if pot life limitations can be
adhered to.

When mixed the gallon kit will cover 200 sq ft.
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TESTIMONIALS

We Received your 1 gallon jug yesterday. Today I reviewed a few of
your YouTube videos, I followed them and was amazed how easy it was
to apply. My RV is 4 1/2 years old and I developed a small leak, so I
decided to seal up all the openings on the roof. It took me a little over
and hour, start to finish. It applied so easy and has now relieved my
fears of more water coming into my RV. I also love the fact that
everything needed was in the box. everything needed was in the box. Awesome product!!! 

Glenn C
Palm Beach Gardens FL. 
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“Excellent”
By Domenick Gramuglia on August 19, 2016.

“Received item exactly as described.”
By Kathmh on August 14, 2016.

“Very please with product will buy again”
By Elaine on August 13, 2016.

“Fast shipping packed great”
By Don M on August 13, 2016.

“I had some questions about surface preparation before applying
it to my RV roof, and i got a response from pete the same morning i
submitted my questions. Good service, combined with quick shipping.
I need another can and will soon be ordering”
By Gunner on July 19, 2016.
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